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Products Detail
PVC coated chain-link fence

Attractive, versatile and creative - PVC coated chain-link fencing can be an excellent choice. With the right
fence you can expect years of protection, privacy and value. PVC chain-link fencing comes in a wide range of
qualities, colors, sizes and types.

Material:
PVC coated wire, core of it can be electro galvanized iron wire, hot-dipped galvanized iron wire or black
annealed iron wire.

Processing:
PVC coated or painting after weaving of steel wire Weaving of steel wire after PVC coated or painting

Colors: For coated there are many beautiful colours to choice, such as light green, dark green, yellow and
black.

Features:
PVC Coated Chain link Fence enjoy such properties as corrosion resistance, aging resistance, sunshine
resistance and weather resistance.

Chain Link Fence Edges:
1.Knuckle-Knuckle
The wire is knuckle at both ends and is abbreviated as(KK).
2.The wire is knuckle at the bottom and twisted into a barbed selvage at the top and is abbreviated as(KB).
3.The wire is twisted into a barbed selvage at both ends and is abbreviated as(BB).



Chain link fence Fittings and installation:
A.Flat iron:support chain link fence
B.Brace band:link tensioner post
C.Tension band Link the flat iron post
D.Tensioner:secure wire
E.Line wire:Folding the chain link mesh
F.Tie wire and Stirrup wire:secure the line wire and secure the post and the mesh
G:Barbed arm for barbed wire

Application:
1) As fences for playground, gardens, highway, railway, airport, residence, etc.
2) Frame chain link fence is also used in breeding of animals.
Characteristics:good corrosion resistance, sunshine resistance, anti-oxidation;easy to install and
transport;economical and practical.

B.Barbed Wire Size:
Wire dia:12#*14# ;14#*14# ;14#*16# double strands wire with hot dipped galvanized finishing
C.Post Size:
Angle steel post :30*30*2.5mm ;35*35*3.0mm ;45*45*4.0mm etc
Pipe :OD48mm pipe ;OD60mm pipe
All post surface treatment usually is galvanized (Electro galvanized or hot dipped galvanized)

Chain link fence weaving and characteristics
1.uniform mesh,flat surface,high quality
2.Simple weaving,wide banner
3.Galvanizing after welding, galvanizing before welding
4.Thicker wire diameter, practical
5.It is easy to work,bright color, easy to maintain.
6.Difficult to corrosion, long life expectancy
7.Chain link fence netting are the first choose for beautifying the city environment

Special specifications can be produced by the customer's requirements.

Opening Wire Gauge Wire Diameter Weight
inch mm (SWG) (mm) (kg/m2)
1/2" 12.7 14# 2.2 4.4
3/4" 19.05 12# 2.8 6
3/4" 19.05 14# 2.2 3.3
3/4" 19.05 16# 1.63 1.9
1" 25.4 12# 2.8 4



1" 25.4 14# 2.2 2.4
1" 25.4 16# 1.83 1.4

1.1/4" 31.75 12# 2.8 3.2
1.1/4" 31.75 14# 2.2 1.92
1.1/2" 38.1 10# 3.25 4.1
1.1/2" 38.1 12# 2.8 2.7
1.1/2" 38.1 14# 2.2 1.6
2" 50.8 8# 4.06 4.6
2" 50.8 10# 3.25 3.1
2" 50.8 11# 2.95 2.5
2" 50.8 12# 2.8 2


